Contact with an infected person

Close contact

➔ In courses with 3G in compliance with maximal airing the criteria for close contact are usually NOT met (see no close contact)

Definition: according to the Robert Koch Institute

- Shared household
- Stay < 1.5 m without protection (surgical mask) for more than 10 minutes
- Conversation < 1.5 m without mask
- Stay in the same room with probable high concentration of infectious aerosols regardless of distance for >10 min, even when wearing mask/FFP2

vaccinated

No isolation, no contact to health authorities

not vaccinated

self-isolation

contact with health authorities ➔ Quarantine

Symptoms

PCR test (COVID-19 focus practice)

Self-isolation or quarantine until result is obtained and contact with health authorities is established

PCR positive

Quarantine as specified by authorities

PCR/AGRT negative

no more quarantine

Symptoms

Proceeding according to health authorities – premature end of 10-day quarantine possible by testing ➔ PCR test from day 5, antigen rapid test (AGRT) from day 7

PCR positive

Quarantine as specified

PCR/AGRT negative

No symptoms

Symptoms

PCR test (COVID-19 focus practice)

Self-isolation until result and contact with health authorities established

PCR positive

Quarantine as specified

PCR/AGRT negative

No further measures

Proceding:

Self-isolation only when symptoms

Symptoms of COVID-19:
- fever
- dry cough
- pain in the limbs
- loss of smell or taste

➔ Without symptoms, there is no need to contact the health authorities!

➔ In case of cluster outbreaks or suspicions thereof, please contact the health authorities.

Definition:

- does not meet the criteria for close contact
- Usually given in courses with 3G and in compliance with maximal airing

Proceeding:

PCR test (COVID-19 focus practice)

Self-isolation until result and contact with health authorities established

PCR positive

Quarantine as specified

PCR/AGRT negative

No further measures

PCR positive

Quarantine as specified

PCR/AGRT negative

No further measures